(The CANDY MAN enters with an ornate Victorian candy cart filled with beautifully displayed Wonka candy.)

Shuffle \( \text{M.} = \frac{7}{4} \), \( \text{B.} = 134 \)

CANDY MAN:

Who can take a sun-rise, _____

sprinkle it with dew, _____

cover it in choc’late and a mir-a-cle or two? The Can-dy Man. _____

The Can-dy Man can. _____

Who can take a rain-bow, _____
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wrap it in a sigh, soak it in the sun and make a straw-b’ry lem-on pie? The

(CANDY MAN:)  CANDY MAN:

Can-dy Man The Can-dy Man can.

CANDY MAN KIDS:

The Can-dy Man?? The Can-dy Man can!

(CANDY MAN:)

Can-dy Man can ‘cos he mix-es it with love and makes the world...taste good! The

--- Roald Dahl’s Willy Wonka JR. ---